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CENTRAL FAX CENTER

JUL 1 1 2006

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend claims 1, 6, 14, 18, 29, 33, 37, 45, and 50, and cancel claims 4, 5, 15, 19, 30, 34,

40, and 46 as follows:

1 . (CQRRENTLY AMENDED)A circuit for adding a signal at a first input (A) and a

second input (B) to ptoduce a sum output (SJ according to a bypass signal, comptising:

a duzd inpat (b^ass) for accepting the bypass signal; [[and]]

a logic circuit, communicatively coupled to the third input {t^pass) and at least one of the

first input (A) and the second input (Bj, the logic circuit configured to hold at least one of a value of

the first input (A) and a value of the second input (&) according to the third input {bypasi}\ [[and]]

a bypass path through which at least one of the first input (A) and the second input (B) is

routed according to the bypass signal; and

a second logic circuit communicarively coupled ro the third input (bypass) and an adder

output and an output of the bypass path, the second logic circuit configLired to pass only one of the

adder output and an output of the bypass path to the sum output (S) according to the third input

(bypass)M ;

wherein the logic circuit further generates a carry output (CARKY) without computing a new

adder output according to the bypass signal (bypash.

2. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 1 , wherein the logic

circuit fiorther generates die sum output (S) without computing a new sum output (S) according to

the third input (bypass).

3. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 1 , further comprising:

a carry input (C) and a caixy output (CARRY); and

wherein the logic circuit fiirther holds a value of the carry input (C) according to the third

input (bpass).

4. (CANCELED)

5, (CANCELED)
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6. (CURRENTLYAMENDED) [[The]] A circuir ef^^feimrS; for adding a signal at a.

fitst input (A) and .a_second input f^) to ptoduce a sum ovitput (S) according to a bypass signal,

comprising:

a diird input (bpafs) for accepting the bypass signal:

a logic ckcuit^ communicatively coupled to the third input (hypass) and ai lease one of the

first input f/^l and the second input (B)^ the logic circuit configured to hold at least one of a value of

the, first input (A) and a value of the second input (B) according to the third input (hypass) : [[and]]

a bypass path tlirough which at least one of che first inpur (A) and die second input (B) is

routed according to die bypass signal;

a second logic circuit communicatively coupled to the third input (bypass) and an adder

output and an output of the bypass path, the second logic circuit configured to pass only one of the

adder output and an output of die bypass path ro the sum-QUtp-Ur (S^ according to the third input

(bypassk

wherein the logic circuit comptLses a ttanstnissioa gate adder comprisoj comprising:

a fiirst multiplexer having a first multiplexer first input communicadvely coupled to the first

input (A), a first muldplexet second input, and a first multiplexer control input;

a second mulriplexer having a second mulriplexer first input coromunicatively coupled to the

second input (B)^ a second multiplexer second input, and a second muldplexer control input;

a first logic module having a first log;ic module first input, a first logic module second input,

and a first logic module output, the first logic module output having an EXCLUSIVE OR

relarionship between the first logic module first input and the first logic module second input; and

wherein the first logic module input is communicatively coupled to the first input (A)^ the

logic module second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (B), and the first logic

modulo output is cotumunicatively coupled to the first muldplexer control input and the second

multiplexer control input.

7. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 6, wherein the first logic

module is an EXCLUSIVE OR gate.
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8. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of ckim 7, fiicther comprising;

a first inverrer commxinicatively coupled between the first input (A) and the first multiplexer

firsc input; and

a second inverter communicatively coupled between the second input (BJ and second

muldplexer first input.

9. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of ckim 1 , wherein the logic

circuit is configured to hold the value of the firsc input (A) and the vdue of the second input (Bj

according to the third input (/>jfpass).

1 0. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The drcoit of claim 9, wherein die logic

circuit comprises a transmission gate adder.

11. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The dicuit of claim 10, wherein the transmission

gate adder comprises:

a first muldplexer having a fixst muldplexer first input communicarively coupled to the first

input (AJ^ a first mulriplexer second input, and a first muldplexer control input;

a second muldplexer haviug a second mialiiplexer firsc input communicadvely coupled to die

second input (Bj, a second mulriplexer second input, and a $econd raulriplexer control input;

a first logic module having a first logic module first input, a fixst logic modiilc second input,

and a first logic module output, the first logic module output having an EXCLUSIVE OR

relationship between the firsc logic module fixst input and the first logic module second input; and

wherein die firsc logic module input is communicatively coupled to the first input (A), che

logic module second input is commnnicatxvely coupled to the second input (BJ, and the first logic

module output is communicatively coupled to the first mulriplexer control input and the second

mxjldplexer control input.
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12. {PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 6, whacin the logic

axcmt comprises:

a second logic module having a second logic module fiist inputs a second logic module

second input, and a second logic module output, the second logic module output having an

EXCLUSIVE OR relationship between the second logic module fiist input and the second logic

module second input; and

wherein tlie second logic module first input is communicatively coupled to the furst logic

module output

13. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 12, wherein the second

logic module is an EXCLUSIVE OR gate.

14. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A device for adding a signal at a first input (A) and a

second input (B) to produce an adder output (S), comprising

a bypass input {ijpass); and

a logic drcnit, communicatively coupled to the bypass input (kjfiass), the first input (A)^ and

the second input (B), the logic circuit configured to generate the adder output (S) without cotopudng

a new adder output according to the bypass input (^^?J'J')[(.]] k

wherein the logicclccuit is further configured to hold a value nf ar least one of the first input

(A) and the second input (B) according to the bypass input

15. (CANCELED)

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device of claim 14, further comprising:

a carry input (C) and a carry output (CARRY); and

wherein the logic circuit farther holds a value of the cany input {€) according to the bypass

input {bypass),

1 7. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The device of claim 14, wherein the logic

drctiit further regenerates a carry output (CAB^BY) without computiog a new adder output

according to the bypass input {bypass),
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18. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A circuit for adding a signal at a first input (A) and a

second input (B) to produce a sum output (S) according to a bypass signal, comprising

a third input (bypass) for accepting the bypass signal; and

a holding means for holding a value of at least one of the 6rst input (A) and the second

input (B) according to the third input (hjfpasj); and

wherein tlie holding means is communicatively coupled to the diird input {bypass), the at least

one of the first input (A) and the second input (R)^ the holding means configured to bold at least

one of a value of the first input (A) and a value of the second input (B) according to the third input

{bjpass);

a bypass path through which at least one of the first input (A) and the second input (B) are

routed according to the bypass signal; and

a logic circuit communicatively coupled to the third input (bypass) and an adder output and

an output of the bypass path, the logic dxcuit configured to pass only one of tlae adder output and

the output of the bypass path to the sxwn output (S) according to the third input

wherein the holding means further comprises means for generating^he adder output (S)

without coTTipujing a_n€5v sum output according to the third input (^^?j.r).

19. (CANCELED)

20. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The ciccuit of claim 1 8, furdier comprising:

a carry input (C) and a carry output (CARRy)\ and

wherein the holding means further holds a value of the carry input (Q according to the third

input {bypass).

21. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 18, wherein die holding

means further generates the carry output (CAKKY) without computing a new output according to

the third input {bypass).

22. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 21 . wherein die holding

means comprises a transmission gate adder.
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23, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 22, wherein the

transmission gate adder cotnpiises:

a first multiplexing means having a first multiplexing means first inpat commuoicatively

coupled to the first input (A), a first multiplexing means second input, and a first multiplexing

meiins conttol input;

a second mxjltiplexing means having a second multiplexing means first input

communicadvely coupled to the second input (B)^ a second multiplexing means second input, and a

second multiplexing means control input;

a first logic means having a first logic means first input, a first logic means second input, and

a first logic means output, the first logic means output having an EXCLUSIVE OR relationship

between the first logic means fijrst input and the first logic means second input; and

wherein die first logic means input is communicatively coupled to the first input (A), die

first logic means second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (BJ, and the first logic

means output is communicatively coupled to the first multiplexing means control input and the

second multiplexing means control input

24, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 23, fiirther comprising:

a first inverting means communicatively coupled between the first input (A) and the first

multiplexing means first input; and

a second inverter communicatively coupled between the second input (BJ and second

multiplexing m^ns first input.

25. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 1 8, wherein the holding

means is configured to hold a value of the first input (A) and a value of the second input (B)

according to the third input {bypass).

26. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 25, wherein die holding

means comprises a transmission gate adder.
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27. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) Tbe circuit of claim 26, wherein the

transmission gate adder comprises:

a first multiplexing means having a first multiplexing means first input coiTOnunicatively

coupled to the first input (A)^ a first multiplexing means second input, and a fixst multiple-^g

means control input;

a second multiplexing means having a second molriplexing means first input

communicatively coupled to die second input (BJ^ a second multiplexing means second input, and a

second multiplexing means control input;

a first logic means having a first logic means first inputs a first logic means second input, and

a fixst logic means output, the first logic means output having an EXCLUSIVE OR teJauonship

between the first logic means first input and the first logic means second input; and

wherein the first logic means input is communicatively coupled to the first input (AJ, the

logic means second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (BJ^ and the first logic

means output is communicatively coupled to the first multiple^dng means connxsl input and the

second multiplexing means control input.

28. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 27, wherein the logic

means comprises:

a second logic means having a second logic means first input, a second logic means second

input, and a second logic means output, die second logic means output having a relationship

selected from a group comprising an EXCLUSIVE OR relationship and a multiplexing relationship

between the second logic means first input and the second logic means second input; and

wherein the second logic means first input is communicatively coupled to the fixst logic

means output.
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29. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A device for adding a signal at a inrst input (A) and a

second input (BJto ptoduce an adder output (Sj, comprising:

a bypass input {bypffsi); and

a generating m.eans> communicativdy coupled to the bypass input (bpass), the first input (A),

and die second input (B), the generating means configured to generate the adder output (S) without

computing a new adder output according to the bypass inpui (b)fpass)[[J[\ ^

wherein the generating means_is further configured to hold a vahia of at least one of the first

input (A} and the ^second input (B) according to the hypa-ss input (bypas}\,

30. (CANCELED)

31. (ORIGINAL) The device of claim 29, further comprising;

a carry input (C) and a carry output (CARRY)\ and

wherein the generating means 6artlier holds die carry input (^according to the bypass input

32. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device of claim 29, wherein the

generating means furdier generates a carry output (CARRY) wirhout computing a new output

accordiag to die bypass signal (bypass).

33. (CUBJIENTELY AMENDED) A mediod of adding a signid at a first input

(A) and a second input (B) to produce a sum output (S)^ comprising the steps of:

accepring a third input (hjpass); and

holding at least one of a value of the fir$t input (A) and a value of the second input (B) and

passing only one of an adder output and a routed at least one of die first input (A) and die second

input (B) CO the sum output (S) according to the third input {bjpcjss)[[]] j

generanng the sum outpvit widaout computing a new adder output according to the bypass

input (hypash.

34. (CANCELED)
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35, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The method of claim 33, further comprising

the step of:

holding a value of a carry input (C) according to the third input (bypass),

36, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The method of claim 33, further compriiing

the step of:

generating the cany output (CARRY) TOthout computing a new output according to the

third input {b)ipass).

37, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A circuit having one or more inputs A.B,-- and

producing one or more outputs S2r' ' according to a mapping function mapping the

inputs yl,5, - " to one or more mapper outputs, the circuit composing:

a further input (bpass); and

a first circuit element communicatively coupled to the further input (bj^ass^

a second circuit element, commxxoicarively coupled to at least one of the inputs /4, -B, - - thac

conditionally holds a value of one of the inputs 5, • • - according to the further input (bypass) ;

a bypass path through which one or more of the inputs -4, 5, • • are routed according to die

further input (bypass);

a third circuit elernent, communicatively coupled to the further input (bypass) and the one or

more mapper outputs and an output of the bypass path, die third circuit element configured to pass

only one of the (1) one or more mapper outputs and (2) output of the bypass padi, according to die

fiarther inpnt ^ypass)][^ ^

wherein die circuit further generates at least one of the outputs 5'2>- - • widiout

computinf> a new outpyt; Si, 52,-- according to die bypass PipV^.

38, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 37, wherein die mapping

function is dcsctibable by a truth table.

39, (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 38, whertiin the circuit is

an adder that adds the one or more inputs A^B^ " to produce the one or more outputs 51j 52, -

.
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40. (CANCELED)

41 . (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The ckcmt of ckim 37, wherein the ciccuii

holds a value ofmore than one of the inputs A^By-" according to the bypass input.

42. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of daim 37, wherein the circuit is

an adder and the circuit further comprises:

a carry input and a carry output; and

wherein the circuit further holds a tralue of the carry input according to the bypass inpuL

43. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 42, wherein the circuit

furtber regenerates the carry input according to the bypass input

44. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 37, wherein the second

circuit element comprises at least one latch communicatively coupled to at least one of die inputs

A,B,"', wherein die latch includes a logical input, a dock input communicaiively coupled to die

bypass input, and an output, and the latch presents the logical input to the output only in response

to a signal at die clock input

45. (CURRENTLYAMENDED)A method ofprocessing one or more inputs A,B,***

to produce one or more outputs 5*1, 52,- * according to a mapping function having one or more

inputs 5, * * • and one or more mapper outputs, comprising the steps of;

accepting a further input (hjpass); and

conditionally holding a value of one of the inputs A,B,^" and passing only one of (1) the

one or more mapper outputs and (2) an output of a bypass path through which one of die inputs

A,B,''' are routed to the one or more outputs 51, 52, • • according to the further input (bpasyj[[i]i

generating at least one of the outputs 51, 52, * • - without computing a new output 51, 52, - -
•

according^to the further input.

46. (CANCELED)
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47- (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim [[46]]H further comprising tlie

step of genetatmg at least axiothex of the outputs Sl^ 52, • - without coinputing a new another

output Sly iS2, »
* • according to the furtlaer inpur.

48. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The method of claim 45, farther comprising

the step of:

holding a value of ai lease a second one of die inpucs A^B,-- according to ±e further input

49. (PREVIOUSLYAMENDED) The circuit of claim 1, wherein die logic

cirojir comprises an adder and at least one latch.

50. (CURRETLYAMENDED) The device of claim [[1 5]] 14, wherein the logic circuit

comprises a latch.

51. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The circuit of claim 18. wherein the holding

means comprises a latch.

52. (PREVIOUSLY AMENDED) The method of claim 33, wherein die at least

one of the value of the first input (A) and the value of die second input (B) is held according to die

bypass input {b^jpassi by a latch having a clock input controlled by the third input.

53. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 45, wherein die value of

one of the inputs A^By- - is conditionally held accotding to the further input by a latch having a

clock input controlled by the further input.
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